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The present work deals with a model of a hydrogen-oxygen electrochemical cell with a sintered 
carbon cathode containing a silver catalyst in an alkaline medium. The discharge curves of the 
cell connected to a variable discharge resistance were measured; their analysis based on a theory 
of the model cell yielded information about the electrode kinetic parameters. 

A theoretical model of the kinetics of electrochemical reactions proceeding in an 
electrochemical cell with the overall reaction n20x1 + n1Red2 ~ n1 OX2 + n2 Red 1 

was proposed in our earlier work1• If the reaction takes place only through the 
electrodes, the increments and decrements of the particular reactants are given by 
the current, which is determined by the positive charge production per unit time. 
At the positive electrode with potential E 1, the total production of positive charge 
per unit time, equal to the difference between the cathodic and anodic partial cur
rents, is consumed in charging the double layer, causing decrease of the electric 
potential, and in generating the current I flowing through the external current lead. 
At the negative electrode with potential E 2 , the situation is analogous except that the 
current I flows in the opposite direction. The partial cathodic and anodic currents 
can be expressed by the known formulae following from the theory of electrode 
processes. If the electrolyte is well stirred, the kinetic equations together with Ohm's 
law lead to a system of four differential equations for the two unknown potentials, El 
and E 2 , and two concentration decrements of the oxidant, x, and of the reductant, y: 

A 1el dEl = nlA1Fk~{(a1 - x) exp [ -(E1 - E01 ) Ct.lnlF/RT] -
dt 

- (b l + x) exp [(El - E01 ) (1 - Ct. l) nlF/RT]} - (El - E2)/R , (1) 
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nl VtF dx = nlA1Fk?{(al - x) exp [( - (E\ - Eot ) (XlntF/RT] -
dt 

- (b l + x) exp [(El - E01 ) (1 - (Xl) nlF/RT]} , 

-n2V2Fdy = n2A2Fk~{(a2 + y)exp[ - (E2 - E02) (X2 n2F/RT] -
dt 

- (b2 - y) exp [(E2 - E02) (1 - (X2) n2F/RT]} . 

(3) 

(4) 

This system is generally not solvable in a closed form. An analytical solution can be 
obtained under simplifying conditions that the electrode capacities are equal to 
zero, the ohmic resitance is negligible (hence EI = E2 ), and the back reaction does 
not proceed. If these conditions are satisfied, the above system of differential equa
tions is reduced to a single one, 

dE 

dt 
RT/F {A2 k~ exp [(E - E02 ) (1 - (X2) n2F/RT] -

(Xlnl + (1 - (X2) n2 V2 

- Al k? exp [(E - Eot ) (XlnlF/RT]} (5) 
VI 

which can be integrated after separation of variables to obtain an equation of the 
discharge curve. From the kinetic point of view, the total reaction time too during 
which the minor reactant concentration drops to zero is important. In contrast to 
homogeneous reaction kinetics, this time is finite and can be found from the discharge 
curve for E --. 00 (exhuastion of the reductant) or for E --. - 00 (exhaustion of the 
oxidant). If we restrict ourselves to one of these two cases, we have either n2 V2b2/ 
Inl Vtal ~ 1 or n l V\at/n2 V2b2 ~ 1, and we obtain 

(6) 

(rising discharge curve), and 

(7) 

(decreasing discharge curve). 
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The initial potential E(O) (the potential of the discharge curve for t = 0) depends 
on many parameters; it can be assumed that the dependence of too on R will be 
involved in the initial potential of the discharge curve, E,(O, R), for non-zero values 
of the resistance R. Since, however, E, =t= E2 for R > 0, we must introduce E2(0, R) 

into Eq. (6) and E,(O, R) into Eq. (7). This was verified on theoretical Eet curves 
obtained by numerical solution of the system of equations (1) - (4) for various 
resistances R, transfer coefficients (x, and initial concentrations of the reactants. 
The values of tso and E,(O, R) read from these curves satisfy the equation 

(8) 

which is analogous to Eq. (7); the parameter x is equal to Q, for low resistances 
(R < IOn) and for (x, < 0·3; otherwise x = 0·96. It was shown! that the initial 
potential E,(O, R) can be introduced into Eq. (7) to obtain the expression for the 
reaction time t"" as a function of the parameters A" a" b2 , R, and V,: 

(9) 

The quantities A 2 , k~ and (h refer to the anode compartment of the cell; analogous 
quantities refer to the cathode compartment. The initial concentrations of the oxidant 
and reductant are denoted as a, and b 2 , respectively. Equations (8) and (9) were veri
fied experimentally on seven cells with a one-electron transfer2 and on two cells 
wit h a two-electron transfer3 • 

When we consider the experimental oxygen-hydrogen cell described below, the 
volumes V, and V2 refer to the oxygen and hydrogen contained in gas volumetric 
flasks. The gases are used up during recording the discharge curve. Their molar 
volume concentrations are, on the assumption of ideal behaviour, given as a, = 
= no)V!, b2 = nH'/V2 • If the volumes of the gas burettes are equal and both gases 
have the same pressure, then at = b2 . The gas concentration was varied by the addi
tion of argon to one or both components. Let us assume that an oxygen-argon mix
ture (partial rates of flow VOl and VAr" VOjVArl = m,) flows through the gas burette 
to the cathode, and similarly a hydrogen-argon mixture (VH'/VAr2 = m2) flows to 
the anode; then the molar fractions are (on the assumption of ideal behaviour) given 
as X02 = md(m, + 1) and XH2 = nl2/(m2 + 1), and the ratio of the molar volume 
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concentrations is given by the equation 

Plml m 2 + 1 

P2m2 m1 + 1 

Macenauer: 

n, (10) 

where PI and P2 denote pressures of the cathode and anode gases, respectively. The 
parameter n can be varied experimentally. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental set-up consisted of an apparatus for the preparation of oxygen-argon and 
hydrogen-argon mixtures, the model cell, and a measuring equipment. The gases were taken 
from pressurized bottles with a maximum pressure of 15 MPa, which was reduced to 0'15 MPa 
and stabilized by means of manostats. The rates of flow were measured by calibrated capillaries 
and the corresponding pressure loss was measured by volume-calibrated tubes with a floating 
bubble for the purpose of calibration. For the preparation of gas mixtures, the rates of flow of 
both gases were measured before mixing. The whole apparatus was kept at a temperature of 
303 K. 

The cylindrical model cell (Fig. 1) was made of poly(methylmethacrylate) and its middle 
compartment was filled with 5M-KOH. The bases of the cylinder were formed by the cathode 
and anode, whose active surface was in contact with nickel current collectors. The other side 

T 

T 

v 

FIG. 1 

The model cell. 02(Ar) inlet of oxygen or its mixture with argon; H2(Ar) inlet of hydrogen or 
its mixture with argon; PI' P2 gas burettes for Oz and Hz or their mixtures with Ar; K electrolyte 
chamber; Zl' Zz valves of the gas burettes; TS thermostated glass spirals; V gas outlet; DEV 
inlet for electrolyte or distilled water; VE outlet of electrolyte or distilled water; T thermostat; 
Rv calibrated resistance set; MS mechanical switch; E1, E2 measuring points for the potential 
difference EMN (electrodes are black); ER Hg/HgO reference electrode 
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of each electrode was joined with an easily removable gas burette of changeable volume, provided 
with valves at the inlet and at the outlet. Both the electrolyte chamber and the gas burettes were 
kept at a temperature of 303 K. 

The measuring equipment recorded automatically the time dependences of the electromotive 
force at the points E1 and Ez by using a K 200 recorder (VEB Carl Zeiss, Jena) of 1010 n input 
resistance. The obtained discharge curves of the oxygen-hydrogen celI were used to determine 
the discharge time teo corresponding to 1/4 of the curve heightz.3 • Another K 200 apparatus 
recorded the potential of the oxygen electrode against Hg/HgO reference electrode in O'IM-NaOH 
(ER = 0'165 V; the measuring points are denoted as E1 and ER). The celI was discharged through 
a variable resistance (a calibrated resistance set XL 6, Metra B1ansko). 

The oxygen and hydrogen electrodes were prepared by the published method25 .26. The oxygen 
electrode consisted of two layers: the gas layer of square density 100 mg/cm2 was prepared 
from tefionized carbon black (acetylene black P-I042, G.D.R., containing 35% PTFE), and the 
active layer was a mixture of tefionized carbon black (12 mg/cm2 ) and a powdered catalyst 
(J 8 mg/cmz) containing 80% of active carbon HS-4 (MCHZ Ostrava) and 20% of silver deposited 
from a solution of AgN03 by reduction with hydrazine4 . The electrode was sintered at 350°C 
at a pressure of 20 MPa; it had the shape of a disc of 45 mm diameter and about 1 mm thickness. 

Pressure bottles with medicinal oxygen and electrolytic hydrogen were supplied by Techno
plyn, Prague, and the gas purity was checked analytically. Pressure bottles with argon were 
supplied by MCHZ Ostrava. 

The discharge curves of the celI were recorded as functions of the parameters adb2 and R. 
The former was determined according to Eq. (10), which was simplified by the choice of equal 
pressures in both celI compartments. For a chosen value of a1/hz, both mixtures flowed through 
the gas volumetric flasks, which were closed at the inlet and at the outlet just before the beginning 
of the experiment. To obtain discharge curves with a chosen R value, constant ratio of adbz 
was chosen so that the condition n1 V1 adnz VZa2 ~ 1 was satisfied and Eq. (8) could be used. 
This was achieved by adjusting the ratio of argon to oxygen. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The discharge curves of the oxygen-hydrogen cell were first measured at constant 
external resistance for n < 1, the oxygen in the gas burette being mixed with argon. 
Hydrogen in the other gas burette was of 99'99% purity. To check the reproducibility 
of the measurements, five discharge curves were recorded at R = 15 Q and different 
n values, the curve for n = 0·29 being recorded three times with no apparent devia
tions (Fig. 2). 

To evaluate the kinetics of the oxygen reduction, we studied the discharge curves 
under conditions at which Eq. (8) holds good. The ratio of a 1/b 2 was kept constant 
below 0·3. A set of discharge curves for several R values is shown in Fig. 3; the 
parameter at/b2 = 0·15. To check the long-term stability of the electrodes, these 
measurements were repeated 15 times during a month, while the electrodes were 
constantly immersed in 5M-KOH in the cell. Each set of measurements was evaluated 
by regression analysis to give the slope and regression coefficient of the dependence 
of log teo on E1(0, R) (Fig. 4). Thirteen regression coefficients are in the interval 
0·995 -1'00, evidence for the validity of Eq. (8) for the oxygen-hydrogen cell. The 
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product of C(tn\ = (2'303RT!F) S, where S denotes the slope of the mentioned de
pendence, can also be evaluated. The same equation can be used to determine the 
rate constant of the electrochemical oxygen reduction under the given conditions, 
provided that the standard potential of the oxygen electrode, E01 ' is known. 

0'8 
0'8 

EMN 

1 V 

0'4 J 

o 40 
t, min 

80 

FIG. 2 

Cell discharge curves for constant R = 15 n, 
303 K, Vt = V2 = 26'11 cm3 ; curves 1- 5 
correspond to n = 0'17,0'29,0'38,0'44, and 
0'47. respectively; EMN is the potential 
difference between the electrodes during 
discharge 
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FIG. 3 

Discharge curves for constant n = 0'15 at 
303 K, Vt = V2 = 26'11 cm3 ; curves 1-5 
correspond to R = 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 n, 
respectively. Tenth day of measurements; 
the calculated parameters are given in Table I 

FIG. 4 

Linearization of Eq. (8) for the 02-H2 cell. 
Parameters: n = 0'15; Vi = V2 = 
= 26'11 cm3 ; R = 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 n; 
303 K. Tenth day of measurements 
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According to Frumkin 12,13, oxygen is weakly adsorbed on the active carbon surface 
and can gradually form more stable surface oxides, while the electrochemical activity 
is due to the weakly bonded oxygen, in accord with Garten and Weiss I4 ,15. An 
important property of active carbon as active material for the oxygen electrode in 
alkaline medium is its catalytic activity for decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. 
The potential of the oxygen electrode is controlled by the number of active centres 
with adsorbed oxygen and their catalytic activity with respect to the decomposition 
of hydrogen peroxide4 ,16,17. The measured potentials of carbon electrodes ope
rating on oxygen differ from the theoretical value for the reaction O2 + 2 H 20 + 
4 e ~ 4 0 H - (standard potential Eo I = + 0·401 V). According to BerI 19 and other 
authors20 ,21, the reduction in alkaline medium proceeds with the formation of 
peroxide: O 2 + H20 + 2 e ~ HOl + OH-, EOl = -0·076 V. The latter value, 
given by Berl, is similar to that given by Yablokova and Bagotskii22 ; and it leads, 
based on Eq. (8), to values of the rate constant for oxygen reduction given in Tables I 
and II. 

Brezina et al. 5 studied the reduction of oxygen at a silver electrode in O'lM-KOH 
by using cyclic voltammetry; they concluded that the reaction proceeds via hydrogen 
peroxide and is kinetically controlled by transfer of the first electron. The charge 
transfer coefficient was determined as ct = 0·5. Later Brezina and Hofmanova
Matejkova6 studied the reduction of oxygen on carbon paste and smooth carbon 
electrodes in KOH solutions. The electrochemical kinetic parameters depended on 
the mode of preparation of the electrode. The charge-transfer coefficient on a smooth 
carbon electrode was equal to 0·5 and the rate constant of the electrode reaction 
at the 02/H202 standard potential was kO = 5 . 10- 5 cm S-I. The rate of the 
electrode reaction was controlled (as in the case of Ag, Pt, and Hg electrodes5 ,S-(0) 
by transfer of the first electron forming a superoxide anion, whose existence was 
assumed in voltammetric studies II. The electrode kinetic parameters obtained on 
carbon paste electrodes bonded with paraffin oil were less reproducible, the value 
of ct was in the range 0·6-0·7 and kO was of the order of 10- 4 cm S-I. Yeager et 
al. IS ,23,24 proposed a reaction mechanism in alkaline medium, consisting of five 
follow-up reactions, and concluded that the overall reaction rate is controlled by 
one-electron transfer involving adsorbed radicals. 

The first series of measurements in the present work was carried out with a single 
oxygen electrode in 5M-KOH at 303 K and the results are given in Table I. The tenth 
measurement is shown graphically in Fig. 3 and its evaluation based on linearized 
Eq. (8) is illustrated in Fig. 4; the parameter n = 0·15. 

The second series of measurements was done for n = 0·22. This increased n value 
was without influence on the results, in agreement with the theory. We used seven 
oxygen electrodes prepared in the same way; the results of measurements are given 
in Table II. When the two series of measurements are compared, it can be seen that 
the electrochemical parameters are nearly identical. A certain scatter of the results 
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TABLE I 

Results of measurements on a single oxygen electrode in 5M-KOH at 303 K. Parameters: n = 0'15, 
u section of the linearized Eq. (8), S its slope, r regression coefficient 

Measure-
S, V-l k? . 103 , cm s - 1 

ment No. II r Cllnl 

1'753 7'804 0'998 0'469 1'97 
2 J-684 6'919 0'984 0'416 1'98 
3 J-685 9'124 0'995 0'549 2'90 
4 1·711 8·559 0'996 0'515 2·48 
5 1'750 8'588 0'999 0'516 2·28 

6 1'730 8'770 0'999 0'527 2·46 
7 1·749 8·215 0'997 0'494 2·14 
8 1'742 8'729 0'998 0'525 2'38 
9 1'752 8'636 0'997 0'519 2·29 

10 1·754 8'345 0'995 0·502 2·16 
11 1·752 7'527 0'989 0'452 1-89 
12 1'729 8'385 0'998 0'504 2'31 
13 1·749 8'199 0'996 0'493 2·14 
14 1'738 8'192 0'996 0'492 2'19 
15 1'762 7'810 0'995 0'470 1'94 

anl = 0'496 ± 0'009 k? = (2'23 ± 0'07). 1O- 3 ,cms- l 

TABLE II 

Measurement results for seven electrodes prepared by the same procedure: n = 0·22. Other data 
as in Table I 

Measure-
S, V-I k? . 103 , cm s - 1 

ment No. /I r c.(lnl 

1'721 10'257 0'994 0'617 3·26 
2 1'780 9'045 0'993 0'544 2'03 
3 1'771 9'055 0'991 0'544 2'36 
4 1-800 8'479 0'999 0'510 1'99 
5 1'842 10'699 0'996 0'643 2'67 
6 1'879 8'381 0'997 0'504 J-63 
7 1'769 7'435 0'998 0'447 1·78 

c.(ln l = 0'544 ± 0'028 k~ = (2'28 ± 0'23). 1O- 3 ,cms- 1 
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in Table II is conceivable, since it is the result of measurements on different elec
trodes (although prepared in the same way). It seems that the value of O(lnl is sensi
tive to the mode of electrode preparation. 

The proposed method enabled us to determine the rate constants for the electro
reduction of oxygen to peroxide at the given electrode type. If we assume the re
action O 2 + H 20 + 2 e ~ HOi + OH-, involving transfer of two electrons, then 
the charge transfer coefficient drops to one half with respect to the found values 
of O(lnl (Tables I and II). Such values, however, are at variance with the results of 
other authors. The difference may be due to differences in the electrode type and 
prepara tion. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

ni 

c;(i 

Ei 
EJO) 
Ei(O, R) 

EOi 

Ai 
C i 

ai 

hi 
Vi 

R 
R 

electrode reaction rate constant 
number of transferred electrons 
charge transfer coefficient 
electrode potential 
initial electrode potential for t = 0, R = 0 
initial electrode potential for t = 0, R > 0 
standard electrode potential 
electrode surface area 
electrode specific capacity 
initial concentration of the oxidant of i-th redox system 
initial concentration of the reductant of i-th redox system 
volume of space adjacent to the cathode or anode 

gas constant 
electrical resistance 
number of mols of oxygen 
number of mols of hydrogen 
ratio of volume rates of flow of oxygen and argon 
ratio of volume rates of flow of hydrogen and argon 
potential difference between cathode and anode during discharge 
Faraday's constant 
charge number of redox system 
total reaction time 
ratio of molar volume concentrations of oxygen and hydrogen 
molar fraction of oxygen mixed with argon 
molar fraction of hydrogen mixed with argon 
numerical factor 
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